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QUESTION 65 
Which of the following is NOT one of thefive individual aspects of service design? 
 
A. The design of the service portfolio, including the service catalogue 
B. The design of new or changed services 
C. The design of market spaces 
D. The design of the technology architectures 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 66 
Which of the following is NOT a valid objective of problem management? 
 
A. To prevent problems and their resultant Incidents 
B. To manage problems throughout their lifecycle 
C. To restore service to a user 
D. To eliminate recurring incidents 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 67 
Which of the following areas would technology help to support during the service lifecycle? 
 
1.Data mining and workflow 
2. Measurement and reporting 
3. Release and deployment 
4. Process design 
 
A. 2, 3 and 4 only 
B. 1, 3 and 4 only 
C. 1, 2 and 3 only 
D. All of the above 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 68 
Which one of the following is the BEST definition ofthe term service management? 
 
A. A set of specialized organizational capabilities for providing value to customers in the form of 

services 
B. A group of interacting, interrelated, or independent components that form a unified whole, 

operating together fora common purpose 
C. The management of functions within an organization to perform certain activities 
D. Units of organizations with roles to perform certain activities 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 69 
Which of the following is an enabler of best practice? 
 
A. Standards 
B. Technology 
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C. Academic research 
D. Internal experience 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 70 
Which of the following is the best definition of service management? 
 
A. The ability to keep services highly available to meet the business needs 
B. A set of specialized organizational capabilities for providing value to customers in the form of 

services 
C. A complete set of all the documentation required todeliver world class services to customers 
D. An internationally recognized methodology to provide valuable services to customers 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 71 
What would you call the groups of people who have an interest in the activities, targets, resources 
and deliverables from service management? 
 
A. Employers 
B. Stakeholders 
C. Regulators 
D. Accreditors 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 72 
Which of the following is NOT a recognized example of a service provider type within the ITIL 
framework? 
 
A. Internal 
B. External 
C. Service desk 
D. Shared services unit 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 73 
Which of the following providevalue to the business from service strategy? 
 
1. Enabling the service provider to have a clear understanding of what levels of service will make 
their customer's successful 
2. Enabling the service provider to respond quickly and effectively to changes in the business 
environment 
3. Reduction in the duration and frequency of service outages 
 
A. All of the above 
B. 1 and 3 only 
C. 1 and 2 only 
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D. 2 and 3 only 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 74 
Which of the following identify the purpose of business relationship management? 
 
1. Toestablish and maintain a business relationship between service provider and customer 
2. To identify customer needs and ensure that the service provider is able to meet 
 
A. Both of the above 
B. 1 only 
C. 2 only 
D. Neither of the above 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 75 
Which of the following is the best definition of ITservice management? 
 
A. An internal service provider that is embedded within a business unit 
B. A complete set of all the documentation required to deliver world class services to customers 
C. Technical implementation of supporting IT infrastructure components 
D. The implementation and management of quality IT services that meet business needs 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 76 
Which one of the following activities does application management perform? 
 
A. Defining where the vendor of an application should be located 
B. Ensuring that the required functionality is available to achieve the required business outcome 
C. Deciding who the vendor of the storage devices will be 
D. Agreeing the service levels for the service supported by the application 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 77 
What is a RACI model used for? 
 
A. Performance analysis 
B. Recording configuration items 
C. Monitoring services 
D. Defining roles and responsibilities 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 78 
Which one of the following statements about incident reporting and logging is CORRECT? 
 
A. Incidents can only be reported by users 
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B. Incidents can be reported by anyone who detects a disruption or potential disruption to normal 
service 

C. All calls to the service desk must be logged as incidents 
D. Incidents reported by technical staff must also be logged as problems 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 79 
Which process would ensure that utility and warranty requirements are properly addressed in 
service designs? 
 
A. Availability management 
B. Capacity management 
C. Design coordination 
D. Release management 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 80 
Which function or process would provide staff to monitor events in an operations bridge? 
 
A. Technical management 
B. IT operations management 
C. Request fulfillment 
D. Applications management 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 81 
Understanding what to measure and why it is being measured are key contributors to which part 
of the Service Lifecycle? 
 
A. Service Strategy 
B. Continual Service Improvement 
C. Service Operation 
D. Service Design 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 82 
Which one of the following can help determine the level of impact of a problem? 
 
A. Definitive media library (DML) 
B. Configuration management system (CMS) 
C. Statement of requirements (SOR) 
D. Standard operating procedures (SOP) 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
 
QUESTION 83 
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Which of the following statements about standard changes are CORRECT? 
 
1. The approach is pre-authorized 
2. The risk is usually low and well understood 
3. Details of the change will be recorded 
4. Some standard changes will be triggered by the request fulfilment process 
 
A. 1 only 
B. 2 and 3 only 
C. 1, 2 and 4 only 
D. All of the above 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 84 
Which one of the following is NOT a valid purpose or objective of problem management? 
 
A. To prevent problems and resultant incidents 
B. To manage problems throughout their lifecycle 
C. To restore service to auser 
D. To eliminate recurring incidents 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 85 
Which of the following CANNOT be provided by a tool? 
 
A. Knowledge 
B. Information 
C. Wisdom 
D. Data 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 86 
What would be the next step in the continual service improvement (CSI) model after? 
 
1. What is the vision? 
2. Where are we now? 
3. Where do we want to be? 
4. How do we get there? 
5. Did we get there? 
6. ? 
 
A. What is the return on investment (ROI)? 
B. How much did it cost? 
C. How do we keep the momentum going? 
D. What is the value on investment (VOI)? 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 87 
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